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••  RReeaaddiinngg  CCoommpprreehheennssiioonn  33   Level 2 

 

DDiirreeccttiioonnss:: Read the passage. Then answer the questions below. 
 
Passage 
 
 Rebecca likes to make cookies. She makes chocolate cookies. She makes nut 
cookies. Rebecca makes chocolate and nut cookies. 
 
 Rebecca likes to make cakes. She makes yellow cakes. She makes white cakes. 
Rebecca makes yellow and white cakes. 
 
 Rebecca likes to make pies. She makes apple pies. She makes lemon pies. 
Rebecca makes apple and lemon pies. 

 
 
Questions 
 
1) What kinds of cookies does 

Rebecca make? 
 

A. chocolate and nut 
B. fudge and nut 
C. chocolate and oatmeal 

 
2) What color are Rebecca’s cakes? 

 
A. white and brown 
B. yellow and blue 
C. yellow and white  

 
3) What kind of pie does Rebecca 

make? 
 

I. lemon pie 
II. cherry pie 
III. chocolate pie 

 
A. I only 
B. I and II only  
C. I, II, and III 

 
4) Rebecca does not make 

 
A. cakes 
B. bread 
C. pies 

 
 
5) Rebecca makes 

 
I. cakes 
II. cookies 
III. muffins 

 
A. I only 
B. I  and II only 
C. I, II, and III 

 
6) Rebecca makes 

 
A. nut pies and apple cakes 
B. chocolate pies and lemon 

cookies 
C. yellow cakes and chocolate 

cookies 
 
7) Rebecca is a 

 
A. waiter  
B. baker 
C. chef  

 
8) Rebecca probably also makes 

 
A. bread 
B. eggs 
C. candy 
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Answers and Explanations 
 
1) A 
In paragraph 1, the passage says “Rebecca makes chocolate and nut cookies.” Choice 
(A) is correct. 
 
2) C 
In paragraph 2, the passage says that “Rebecca makes yellow and white cakes.” Choice 
(C) is correct. 
 
3) A 
In paragraph 3, the passage says “Rebecca makes apple and lemon pies.” This means 
option (I) is true. The passage does not say that Rebecca makes cherry pies. This 
means option (II) is not true. The passage does not say that Rebecca makes chocolate 
pies. This means option (III) is not true. Choice (A) is correct. 
 
4) B 
In paragraph 2, the passage says that “Rebecca likes to make cakes.” In paragraph 3, 
the passage says that “Rebecca likes to make pies.”  The passage does not talk about 
bread. Choice (B) is correct. 
 
5) B 
In paragraph 2, the passage says, Rebecca likes to make cakes.” This means option (I) 
is true. In paragraph 1, the passage says “Rebecca likes to make cookies.” This means 
option (II) is true. The passage does not say that Rebecca makes muffins. This means 
option (III) is not true. Choice (B) is correct. 
 
6) C 
In paragraph 2, the passage says that Rebecca “makes yellow cookies.” In paragraph 1, 
the passage says that Rebecca “makes chocolate cookies.” Using this information, we 
know that Rebecca makes yellow cakes and chocolates cookies. Choice (C) is correct.   
 
7) B 
In paragraph 1, we learn that "Rebecca likes to make cookies." In paragraph 2, we learn 
that "Rebecca likes to make cakes." In paragraph 3, we learn that "Rebecca likes to 
make pies." So, we know that Rebecca likes to make cookies, cakes, and pies. These 
are all foods that you bake. A baker is someone who makes these things. Choice (B) is 
correct. 
 
8) A 
In paragraph 1, we learn that "Rebecca likes to make cookies." In paragraph 2, we learn 
that "Rebecca likes to make cakes." In paragraph 3, we learn that "Rebecca likes to 
make pies." So, we know that Rebecca likes to make cookies, cakes, and pies. These 
are all foods that you bake. Bread is another food that you bake. You do not bake eggs. 
You do not bake candy. Choice (A) is correct. 


